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PRESS RELEASE

Audio at its Best

Teufel's best headphones: the REAL BLUE PRO

Over 40 hours of ba�ery life, three-level noise control and

the best in Teufel sound come together in the REAL BLUE

PRO.

Berlin, July 4th 2023 – Those who aim for the highest standards can brook no compromise.

That's why we selected only the best technologies and components when designing the REAL

BLUE PRO. The result is Teufel's best high-performance headphones to date, with well over 40

hours of battery life, three levels of Active Noise Canceling, Transparency Mode, and Teufel's

very own Dynamore® Headphones for an extra-wide stereo panorama. It also comes equipped

with Mimi Hearing Technologies' sound customization software, which can compensate for

hearing loss.

LINK TO WEBSHOP

Quick facts:

• high-end, closed, over-ear HD Bluetooth headphones with Active Noise Canceling (ANC)
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• digital, hybrid Active Noise Canceling with three levels (low, medium, high)

• Transparency mode to let in outside noise

• lightweight 44-mm Linear HD drivers for extremely balanced dynamics with smooth, detailed

trebles and low, dry bass suitable for High Resolution Audio

• toggleable Dynamore® Headphones for a wide stereo panorama to simulate listening to real

speakers

• Bluetooth 5.1 with aptX™ Adaptive and AAC for HD music streaming from Spotify, Amazon

Music, YouTube, Apple Music and more; perfectly synced video sound

• Battery life up to 44 hours with ANC, and 56 hours without

• Intuitive and programmable interface with buttons and touch-sensitive earcups

• high resolution microphone with digital noise reduction for crisp, clear phone calls and video

conferences

• Mimi Sound Customization compensates for age-related hearing loss so users can hear more

details in talk, music, and videos

• a wide array of additional features available in the Teufel Headphones App, including

ShareMe to pair two REAL BLUE PROs with one smartphone, equalizer for audio control and

Dynamore®, as well as programmable controls

• folding mechanism and rotating earcups so they pack flat for travel

• large, extra-soft, low-pressure earpads with memory foam

• optional cable with in-line controls allow headphones to be used in active or passive mode on

empty battery

• comes with 3.5 mm cable with in-line controls, USB-A to USB-C charging cable, and sturdy

travel box 

• the REAL BLUE PRO is available now in Night Black and Titanium Gray at a price of 349.99

euros from the Teufel Webshop as well as all Teufel Stores

Your sound - any�me, anywhere

Uncompromising in performance and function. The REAL BLUE PRO is there to give you an audio

boost in any situation - perfect for music, videos, gaming, podcasts, and audiobooks. Big 44 mm HD

drivers deliver especially balanced audio with detailed trebles and deep, dry bass. The free Teufel

Headphones App gives users additional audio customization options. Equalizer comes with presets

for many music genres or talk, and allows you to save your own audio settings.

Since its 2017 debut, Teufel's very own Dynamore® Technology has appeared in numerous compact

speaker systems. But this is the first time Teufel Audio has used it in headphones: Dynamore®

Headphones widens the soundstage dramatically, simulating the experience of listening to real

speakers. Dynamore® can be toggled on or off in the Teufel Headphones App.

Customize your sound even more with a Mimi hearing test. The Teufel Headphones App gives users

the option to take a hearing test. It measures hearing in both ears separately. As we age, the ability to

hear high frequencies in particular can start to fade. Mimi Hearing Technology uses data from this test

to create a custom profile for each user to significantly improve the listening experience. 

Teufel's best ever noise control

Digital Active Noise Canceling (ANC) gives you peace and quiet in three intensity levels. At maximum

setting, ANC comes close to blocking out all environmental noise. ANC filters out annoying, clacking

keyboards and loud coffee grinders in the office just as well as the monotone airplane turbines. Those

who need to hear what's going on around them can also use Transparency Mode. Instead of filtering

out external noise with antinoise, it boosts sounds from the environment so you won't even notice

you're wearing headphones. That means you'll never miss your turn in the waiting room, or a platform

change announcement at the train station.

Perfect for everyday use



One charge is enough for the REAL BLUE PRO to play at medium volume for over 44 hours with

noise reduction turned on. And if you don't use ANC, they can last as long as 56 hours. But even a

powerful battery can't do much if you forget to charge it. That's why we gave the REAL BLUE PRO a

quick charge function. Just 15 minutes of charging can provide enough power for seven hours of

listening. With rotating earcups and a folding mechanism, the headphones can lay flat in their sturdy,

space-saving carrying case. Luxurious soft memory foam earpads guarantee maximum comfort. Body

heat softens the foam so they quickly adapt to the shape of the wearer's head. And of course, the

earpads can be replaced if they get damaged or worn out.

Intuitive and customizable controls

The REAL BLUE PRO can be controlled using haptic buttons and touch-sensitive earcup surfaces.

When the right hand grasps the earcups, the thumb lands automatically on the joystick, which

controls volume, track skip, and play/pause. Right next to that, the thumb can easily move over to the

ANC button. It can be used to switch between the three ANC modes as well as Transparency Mode.

To make it easier to switch between your favorite modes, mode selection can be limited in the app.

For example, if a user only ever switches between Transparency Mode and ANC level 3, they can

remove ANC levels 1 and 2 to avoid having to skip past them every time.

The large surfaces on both earcups can also be programmed to recognize fingertip taps. Various

functions for playback and hands-free modes can be assigned to either double or triple taps on the

earcups. Available options include play/pause, track skip, accept/end phone call, as well as

Dynamore® and Transparency Mode.

Price, parts, and availability

Teufel's best ever headphones, the REAL BLUE PRO are available starting now at a price of 349.99

euros from the Teufel Webshop as well as all Teufel Stores. Choose between two color options: Night

Black and Titanium Gray. Headphones are packaged with a high-quality carrying case, a USB-A to

USB-C charging cable, and a 3.5-mm audio cable with in-line controls.

### 

About Lautsprecher Teufel GmbH

Teufel is Europe's largest direct-to-consumer audio company. Its wide assortment includes home

cinema system, TV audio solutions, multimedia systems, classic HIFI, headphones, Bluetooth and

multiroom speakers with Teufel's very own Raumfeld Streaming Technology. The company was

founded in 1979 in Berlin developing speaker components and since then has become an acclaimed

consumer electronics brand.

Great sound has always been the driving force behind the Teufel brand. Countless accolades from

consumers, the press, and online media attest to its success. Only available from Teufel - Teufel

products are available exclusively direct to consumer from the Teufel Webshop, online marketplaces,

via our hotline, and at Teufel Brand Stores.
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